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The Worldâ€™s Gentlest and Sweetest Tarot CardsÂ Â Â  After the successful launch of their

best-selling Angel Tarot Cards, Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine knew that some people were

still wary of tarot. So they created this 78-card deck and accompanying guidebook for highly

sensitive people who desire the accurate and detailed answers of tarot cards, along with gentle

words and images. Even sweeter than their other decks, the Guardian Angel Tarot Cards provide a

comforting and safe way to get clear messages for yourself and others.Â 
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Recent deck purchases for me have been Doreen Virtue ones. I am an avid tarot and oracle card

collector... well maybe more an addicted tarot and oracle card collector, and lately I have found my

best personal tarot readings have been through Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine's series of

tarot decks.Guardian Angel Tarot (GAT) has been an interesting joy for me as they are more oracle

in nature (how its printed, how it reads, etc.) than the other Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine

decks. The images are somewhat a hybrid of victorian and modern victorian revival. The images

make you forget you're even dealing with a tarot deck and even an oracle deck. It reminds me a

little bit of, just a little, the Normand divination decks of the past.The guidebook comes with 3 of the

usual spreads. Single, 3 card, and celtic cross. Its a thick guidebook.I've enjoyed the LWB but

because with this deck most of the messages are printed on the face of the cards (it reminds me of

the inscription from Doreen's Daily Guidance Angel deck) I rarely look at the book though the book

offers a lot more additional meanings. I think the guidebook is well done and even though



sometimes the messages in Doreen's decks tends to be repetitive, I found this deck to be less

repetitive and more of an elaboration on a theme.Accuracy is pretty intensely on point. I love to do

personal readings with the series of Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine decks because you can't

really lie to yourself about how you see the outcome manifesting. I seem to be an honest, nonbiased

reader when doing readings for others with regular tarot decks, but when it comes to me sometimes

I lie to myself. So these weird hybrid oracle/tarot decks they make it impossible for you to lie to

yourself. And, like I say, the accuracy is so on point with this deck.I think those who are pure tarot

lovers tend to have issues with Doreen Virtue and her proliferation of decks. I know she will have a

Fairy Tarot deck coming out soon too... but to each their own. I used to abhor her decks, but since

life has changed my perspective on seeing things, I now have a stronger bond with her decks.

Decks that did not use to work for me, now do. Also, people connect emotionally, mentally, and

spiritually to different things (God, Mother Mary, Archangel Michael, faeries, cats, dogs, people, etc.)

and so to have a variety of themes that one can choose from in order to choose their divination deck

is what I find necessary. So even though her messages are repetitive, you have to realize she's

creating a deck for every spiritual theme/genre out there.These are very gentle cards... more gentle

than her previous 2 tarot decks.... they are accurate and gentle

I have a lot of tarot decks. There are times when I just want something that's super-gentle, with no

icky surprises in my readings. This deck is the gentlest and sweetest of Doreen Virtue's & Radleigh

Valentine's decks yet. It is surprisingly accurate too! There is not one scary, upsetting card in this

deck. You could let your children play with these cards, if you wanted.Even though the traditional

names are changed on the cards, plus the suits are renamed (Wands=Action, Cups=Emotion,

Swords=Thought, Pentacles=Abundance), if you know tarot, you'll see that these cards still give you

the same meanings you've been using all along with other decks, but without having to do the

"translating" in your head. Such as, "Oh no, that scary Death card really means the end of one

phase of your life, let go and move on." In this deck, it's *called* "Letting Go".The pictures are lovely

and soothing. If you like to draw a card before bedtime, don't worry about The Devil popping out. It'll

be "Choose Freedom". Because really, The Devil is about temptation and bondage. I actually did

have The Devil come out during a bedtime supposedly-comforting spread for myself some months

ago. I was using the Morgan-Greer deck, and *that* Devil card is in-your-face scary. Good thing I

was in a good place and could do the necessary interpretation!If you like pretty Victorian artwork

and shabby-chic style, with gentle but accurate meanings, this deck is for you! The cards have gold

edging and come in a sturdy box. The cards are large, oracle-card size and are of a thick card



stock. If you have any of Doreen's other decks, you should be able to get used to this deck quickly.

Also included is a nice thick guidebook of meanings and spreads. The only thing that might be a

slight drawback (and one that doesn't bother me, but my husband mentioned it) is that the artwork

doesn't fill the card: it's at the top half, with the meaning of the card at the bottom. Not a problem for

me. I love this deck!

LOVE, this deck! It's amazingly beautiful and gentle to the eye. The pictures has a Victorian Era

look. It makes me want to go inside the card and live there. The deck has a golden edge wish

makes it look like sent from heaven. I honestly can't see myself doing a Tarot reading with this deck

because the message on them is to distracting but, I can see myself using them for personal use.

Like for a card a day guidance.

I absolutely LOOOOOOVVVEEE this deck!!! I am a Certified Angel Card Reader and I used these

cards for the first time today in a reading and they really came through accurately. I only buy decks

from Doreen and the tarot deck she does with Radleigh Valentine and simply amazing. I feel like I

can really connect with the angels easier using Angel cards and their are perfect!!! I'm not especially

sensitive to any of the decks but it's great for clients who may be very vulnerable. I look very forward

to getting to know these cards more :).

This is my new favorite tarot deck. The artwork is just so beautiful! I gave myself a reading with

these cards and just fell in love with them. Thank you Doreen and Radleigh for creating this

wonderfully gentle and accurate tarot deck for all of us super sensitive beings!
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